AXLE NUT LOCK KIT/Z-90

Starting with Model Z-90 VIN 3D 13857H3, an improved method is used to retain the front axle in the front fork axle clips. A nut lock fits over the hex of each axle nut and is held in place with a socket screw, fitting a tapped hole in the axle clip.

The locking clip parts, items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 as shown in the following illustration, are available in kit form under part No. 41602-73 for application to early 1973 motorcycles. Each kit contains parts for one motorcycle.

Installation will require drilling and tapping both slider axle clips using a No. 19 drill and 5 mm. x .8 mm. tap.

The axle nut lock kit is recommended for installation on early 1973 Z-90 motorcycles which are used in off-the-road service, where subjected to severe front fork action, such as would occur over rough terrain.

Kit consists of two each of the following:

1. Spacer, 41601-73P
2. Nut Lock, 41600-73P
3. Washer, 6577P
4. Lock Washer, 7029P
5. Socket Screw, 3817P

No. 19 Drill, 5mm x .8mm Tap